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The Black Diamond Simplex Gas Mask is used to protect users’ face, eyes and respiratory tracts against NBC threats. Mask manufacturing is in accordance with Israeli Defense Forces technical specifications (strictest protection system standards). This specific Black Diamond Simplex Gas Mask was used by military and civilian actual projects, and was provided to every citizen in Israel during the Gulf war.

Main Features & Advantages

- **Strict manufacturing process**: The Black Diamond Simplex Gas Mask is manufactured from a rubber mixture that resists chemical agent penetration.
- **Comfort & communication**: The Black Diamond Simplex Gas Mask is lightweight and allows maximum comfort, effective communication, a large field of view and the ability to drink fluids during use.
- **Active protection**: The Black Diamond Simplex Gas Mask can connect to an external air blower (like the ONYX-45 Blower) via a flexible hose using the appropriate adapters (provided separately per client requirements) and can be transformed into an active protection system.
- **Long shelf life**: The Black Diamond Simplex Gas Mask has a long shelf life (up to 25 years in the original packaging).
- **The Black Diamond Simplex Gas Mask Kit** is provided with an NBC filter, a liquid drinking tube, a brochure and a user’s manual.